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Executive Summary
Education plays a key role in building

communities.[i] It develops the population into

skilled and knowledgeable citizens, integral for a

well-functioning society. In the Bangsamoro

context, education is not only an institution that

trains its citizens to learn various skills. More than

its practical functions, it also has a humanistic task

of shaping its people’s sense-making on social

issues, history, and identity. This goal could be

achieved by introducing the relevant materials

that explore the Bangsamoro conditions so that

the students could have a meaningful

understanding of the region’s social, historical, and

cultural setting. However, such a crucial task could

not be achieved if there is a scarcity of educational

materials that embodies the unique Bangsamoro

experience and worldview. Without the necessary

materials, the aspiration for a more developed and

just Bangsamoro society that can authentically

determine its fate is hardly achievable. 

Key Points 
The Philippine education
system fails to sufficiently
incorporate the
Bangsamoro experience,
events, and culture into its
learning materials. 

The Bangsamoro region
suffers from poverty of
educational materials.

The students in
Bangsamoro have no
option but to use Manila-
centric school materials,
which rarely reflect their
experiences and cultural
needs.

An education system that
is unjustly dominated by
learning materials that do
not reflect on the needs of
the Bangsamoro is
antithetical to the
aspirations for self-
autonomy.
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Kindness and generosity have always been
great foundations for building a productive
corporate culture.

The Bangsamoro Organic Law strongly

advocates for a development of

“educational framework relevant and

responsive to the needs, ideals, and

aspirations of the Bangsamoro people.”[ii]

This goal could be interpreted that the

education’s role is to equip the

Bangsamoro people with the necessary

knowledge and skills to be functioning

members of society and eventually

contribute to the welfare of the

community. But aside from the practical

role of education, it also has a humanistic

function, which is to provide space for its

population to meaningfully understand

their identity, or what Bangsamoro Organic

Law refers to as the “needs, ideals, and

aspirations of the Bangsamoro people.” [iii]

The humanistic role of education should

not be neglected in the Bangsamoro,

especially if one’s aim is to address the

various forms of injustices recorded in

history, a conduit to critical issues of

identity against the various ways in which

people have been colonized. 

Hence, subjects such as History, Art, and

Values Education, despite that they do not

contribute to student’s practical skills,

(s/he could still learn how to use a

computer, how to write letters, or how to

measure things with or without historical

sense), are integral part of every school

curriculum, because they contribute to 

Background
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one’s sense-making crucial to being

human and as a Bangsamoro. History

shows the struggles, success, and

aspirations of the people; art focuses on

the cultural expression of a particular

social milieu; and values education

underscores what matters to the

community. Without this type of

education, the Bangsamoro people could

not fully understand themselves, and

without this humanistic sense, self-

determination could not be fully realized.

As Lingga noted, the “right to self-

determination” also involves the free

pursuit of “economic, social, spiritual and

cultural development.”[iv]

Issue

Despite the importance of

educational materials that

delve into the Bangsamoro

history, identities, cultural

experiences, data from works

of literature have shown the

scarcity of these types of

learning instruments. The

educational materials, if not

lacking, are dominated by a

manila-centric curriculum

unresponsive to the needs of

the Bangsamoro people. 
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The Philippine education system

fails to sufficiently incorporate the

Bangsamoro experience, events,

and culture into its learning

materials. This condition is an

offshoot of the overall state of

Philippine education that is still

struggling to liberate itself from its

colonial influence. Although the

Philippine education has an attempt

to put forward nationalistic values, a

critical reading of its materials

suggests the need to improve the

content of textbooks in terms of the

“values relevant in developing citizens

with a strong sense of national identity

needed for national development”[v],

especially as the content of these

books are catered to promote western

values[vi] and served to endorse

“othering” constructions of indigenous

identity”.[vii] For example, on

textbooks’ discussion on visual art and

music, most of its examples cited are

from European artists, and minimal

sections are dedicated to Filipino

artists, not to mention the portion for

Bangsamoro art and culture. 

The Bangsamoro region suffers from

poverty of educational materials.

Textbooks are an important source of

education for the Bangsamoro region,

especially since the region has

difficulty in terms of technological and

internet access.[viii] 

The students in Bangsamoro have no

option but to use Manila-centric

school materials, which rarely reflect

their experiences and cultural needs.

The selective tradition suggests that

certain cultural capital of a particular

class or race, which in this case,

educational materials, is preferred over

the other. [x] This issue exists in the

Philippine educational system, as

decisions of policies, curricula, and

textbooks are centrally at the hands of

the Department of Education in

Manila.”[xi] Because of such

arrangements in decision-making,

curriculum and teaching materials are

already set in Manila, and teachers in

various regions, including BARMM, are

only tasked to serve them to their

students. Respondents called these

educational materials as “lutong macao

curriculum”.[xii] Because of Manila-

centric resources, its contents are

mainly dominated by the cultural

values and academic viewpoints

Data and Findings

 

However, the region has a limited

number of textbook supplies; books are

mainly used by teachers and students

who have limited access to references.

Non-existent libraries are also a

problem in many parts of the region. To

be able to access ample collections of

references, students and teachers need

hours of travel to main cities that have

libraries. [ix]
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An education system that is unjustly

dominated by learning materials that

do not reflect on the needs of the

Bangsamoro  is antithetical to the

aspirations for self-autonomy.

Knowledge should emerge from the

experience of local communities

drawing from traditions, values, and

needs, and not something imposed by

an alien power.[xiv] Knowledge that is

not reflective of the needs and values

of the community could not be a

ground for well-informed decisions,

which is foundational to shape the fate

of the individual and the nation, and

more importantly, it could not enrich

the understanding and value of

Bangsamoro identity. As education can

function as an agent of cultural and

ideological hegemony, learning

materials dominated by foreign

experiences can be a source of

“othering” contrary to the goal of

education, which is to empower its

citizens.

of persons primarily educated and

living in Manila. Those who are in the

regions and provinces are subjugated to

the conquering metropolis' cultural

capital. Content analysis of the books

issued shows that Muslim Filipino or

Muslims and their history, culture, and

contributions to Philippine history are

largely absent from the selective

tradition in most Philippine textbooks.

[xiii]

Recommendations

Support the production of educational

materials tailored to the needs of

Bangsamoro society; this involves

funding of studies and research of

scholars of the region to provide fertile

ground where various texts and

references can be drawn.

Purchase more books and textbooks

for students and teachers to use.

Improve the internet connectivity and

technological capacity of the region. E-

learning materials, such as e-books,

can help alleviate the material poverty

of teaching materials in the region,

since they can be easily disseminated

through online means. 

Construct more libraries in different

localities and municipalities of the

region. Existing libraries should be

enhanced by improving their

collections.

Review textbooks and learning

materials that are being circulated at

national level and in the Bangsamoro

region.Examine to what extent these

textbooks and learning materials

accurately represent the Bangsamoro

society and its people. The goal is to

promote multiculturalism and go

against the materials dominated by a

single world view.
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